Correlating electrical properties and molecular structure of SAMs organized between two metal surfaces
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Abstract

We describe the results obtained on a series of junctions that are formed by mercury electrodes. The junctions comprise self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) sandwiched between two metal electrodes, i.e., metal (mercury)-SAM//SAM–metal (mercury, gold or silver) junctions. We describe three different variations on this type of Hg-based junction. The first junction, formed by bringing into contact two mercury drops covered by the same type of SAM, is a prototype system that provided useful information on the structure and electrical properties of the Hg-based junctions. The second junction consists of a Hg drop covered by one SAM (Hg–SAM(1)) in contact with a second SAM supported on a silver film (Ag–SAM(2))—i.e., a Hg–SAM(1)//SAM(2)–Ag junction. This junction (for constant SAM(1)) allowed systematic measurements of the current that flowed across SAM(2) as a function of its chemical structure. The same type of junction, when comprising a transparent solid metal electrode, allows to irradiate through the transparent surface photoactive units organized in a SAM and to measure the current photoresponse. The third type of junction, Hg–SAM//R//SAM–Hg (or Hg–SAM//SAM–Hg for redox-active SAMs), is an electrochemical junction that can (i) trap redox-active molecules (R) in the interfacial region between the SAMs and (ii) control the potential of the electrodes with respect to the redox potential of R using an external reference electrode. This junction becomes conductive when the electrode potentials are adjusted to the formal potential of R using an external reference electrode. This junction becomes conductive when the electrode potentials are adjusted to the formal potential of the redox centers, and it shows diode- and transistor-like characteristics analogous to those of solid-state devices.
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1. Introduction

Investigations of electron-transfer processes have largely focused on the rates of transfer in solution between donor and acceptor species, either as separated entities or as separate sites of larger molecules [1]. Examinations of rates of electron transfer between covalently linked donor and acceptor units through a molecular bridge in species of the structure D–B–A (D: donor, A: acceptor, B: molecular bridge) have underlined the importance of the structure of the bridge in facilitating electron transfer from D to A (Fig. 1a). As a colloquial way to emphasize this role, it has been customary to refer to the bridge as a “molecular wire,” and to discuss its ability to “conduct” electrons. It is important to note that these “molecular wires,” while facilitating electron transport relative to vacuum, are not similar to metals either in the magnitude of their conductivity or in the mechanism of this conduction.

Most of our present understanding of electron transfer is based on measurements made in solution, but the conclusions from these studies do not necessarily hold for the same molecules in other environments (e.g., in the solid state). In his pioneering work in 1971, Mann and Kuhn contrasted electron-transfer studies in molecular systems in solution with electron transport in the solid state [2]; this work, for
the first time, measured currents through molecular monolayers sandwiched between metal electrodes.

The use of molecular properties to make electronic devices was first envisaged by Aviram and Ratner [3] in a theoretical paper in 1974. Because there were no technologies that could establish electrical contacts across individual molecules, experimental investigations of the fundamental processes involved in electron transfer through molecules have focused on liquid-phase systems [1] (Fig. 1a). More recently, the well-defined structures of SAMs on metal electrodes have made it possible to study electron transport by electrochemistry [4–13] (Fig. 1b).

Only in the late 90s has the combination of nanotechnology [14], scanning probe microscopies [15], and methods to form electrically functional connections to metal surfaces [15] triggered the fabrication of metal–molecule(s)–metal junctions, and opened the door to experimental “molecular electronics” (Fig. 1c). Different type of junctions have been used to sandwich molecules (several, a few, or individual molecules) between two metal surfaces, and to measure their electrical properties [17–36].

The field is rapidly evolving, and a variety of different, often conceptually new junctions have been published. To name only a selection of the most recent ones, work has been done on methods to improve the critical fabrication of the second solid electrode on the organic layer by vapor deposition [37] or nanotransfer printing [38], junctions where the SAM covered metal electrodes (chips or wires) are brought into contact mechanically [39,40], capillary junctions [41], nanowire–based junctions [42], STM tip junctions [43–46], break junctions [47] or semiconductor-based junctions [48].

Junctions that include organic molecules of modest structural complexity [17,19,26,33,43,44,48,49] have showed properties that suggested that it may be possible to build devices that mimic the function of electronic components (conductors, transistors, rectifiers, logic gates).

Although informative i–V characteristics for specific junctions have been identified and discussed, the factors influencing the electrical properties of metal–molecule(s)–metal junctions is still incomplete. The contributions of interfacial processes relative to electron transport through organic material in determining conductivities remain unclear. As far as the mechanisms of transport of electrons through organic matter, while “through-bond tunneling” is the dominant mechanism in many cases, the presence of redox sites in the junction can switch the mechanism from tunneling to hopping [43,44,49].

Among the large number of junctions reported in the literature, each shows both advantages and limitations. We believe that it is important to provide a substantial body of experimental data as a foundation for research in molecular electronics, junctions are needed that are stable, reproducible, easy to assemble and to use, and broadly compatible with a range of organic structures.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. MIM junctions-based Hg electrode(s)

We have assembled, characterized, and studied different types of junctions, all using Hg-based electrodes (Fig. 2). They are easy to assemble (their assemble does not require sophisticated, expensive apparatus), stable and reproducible (only 20% of the junctions short or show anomalous conductivity), and versatile (they can host a large variety of molecules and molecular systems). Drops of Hg as electrodes provide four advantages: (i) the Hg surface, as a liquid, is free of structural features—edges, steps, terraces, pits—that result in defects of the adsorbed monolayer; (ii) Hg forms well-ordered SAMs after contact with alkanethiol-containing solutions for only a few seconds [8,50–53]; (iii) the Hg drop conforms to the topography of solid surfaces, and forms a good conformal contact with molecular monolayers on a solid surface; and (iv) the Hg drops form alkanethiolate SAMs that show liquid-like behaviors [8] (a SAM-covered drop of Hg is therefore able to conform to a solid surface without cracking the SAM). In addition, when the junction consists of a solid metal and a mercury electrode, each supporting a SAM, the chemical composition of the two SAMs can be different, and a variety of different metals can be used in the solid electrode
Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the interfaces of the Hg-based junctions: (a) the “liquid–liquid” junction $J_{\text{Hg--SAM(1)//SAM(2)--Hg}}$; (b) the “liquid–solid” junction $J_{\text{Hg--SAM(1)//SAM(2)--M}}$; (c) the “inclusion” junction $J_{\text{Hg-SAM(1)//R//SAM--Hg}}$ and (d) the junction as photoswitch.

[28] Recent work on Hg-based junctions is also available by others [54–58].

2.1.1. The “liquid–liquid” junction, $J_{\text{Hg--SAM//SAM--Hg}}$ (Fig. 2a)

This junction is formed by bringing two drops of Hg covered by SAMs into contact in a solution of ethanol containing alkanethiol inside a microsyringe (Fig. 3a). Two tungsten wires are inserted into the Hg drops as electrodes.

The “mercury–mercury” junction has the advantage that it uses the same metal (Hg) for the two electrodes, and thus avoids any issue of contamination of the metal used in a solid electrode by mercury through vapor transport. This junction also has several disadvantages: (i) it is difficult to evaluate the contact area; (ii) at high voltages, the facing SAMs may alter their structure by intercalation, compression, spreading, or some other mechanism, as Slowinski and Majda pointed out [24]; (iii) the junction cannot be used with certain types of SAMs (e.g., those generated by polyphenylene-derived thiols).

2.1.2. The “liquid–solid” junction, $J_{\text{Hg--SAM(1)//SAM(2)--M}}$ (Fig. 2b)

This junction is formed by using a Hg drop covered by a SAM, and a solid metal surface (M: Au, Ag, Cu, Pd, Hg/Au alloy) covered by a second SAM (Fig. 3b). The fabrication of these junctions is straightforward: in all cases, the SAMs are formed separately on the Hg drop and on the solid metal surface. The two metal surfaces covered by SAMs are brought into contact by the use of a micromanipulator in a solution (usually hexadecane) containing the thiol (hexadecanethiol) used to make the SAM on Hg. The presence of this liquid phase (i) protects the mercury drop from vibration; (ii) patches defects created when the SAM covering the Hg drop contacts the solid surface; and (iii) protects the surface of the SAMs from atmospheric contamination.

The SAM on Hg (SAM(1)) and on the solid surface (SAM(2)) can be formed by molecules of different structures (Fig. 2b). The use of a solid surface increases the versatility of the junction substantially, relatively to the liquid–liquid junction, because: (i) on a solid surface it is easy to characterize the organization of the molecules forming the SAM; (ii) the organization of the same molecules can be changed by changing the metal substrate: for example, saturated [59] and conjugated [60] chains form SAMs having different tilt angles on Ag and Au films; (iii) the contact area can be evaluated easily; and (iv) a large range of organic structures can be included in the SAM(2) on the solid surface, and the organization and the structure of these SAMs can be characterized. We have demonstrated that this junction can sustain high electrical fields (6 MV/cm) without electrical breakdown for SAM(2) formed by molecules with very different structures (alkanes, polyphenylene, derivatives of anthracene, and cholesterol) and on the different metals (Ag, Au, Hg, Au/Hg alloy) [28].
Fig. 3. The Hg-based junctions: (a) photographic images of the $J_{\text{Hg-SAM//SAM-Hg}}$ junction: one electrode is inserted into the top Hg drop and the second is inserted into the lower drop, through the syringe needle; (b) photographic image of $J_{\text{Hg-SAM(1)//SAM(2)-Ag}}$ (from [31]); (c) schematic view of a junction containing redox centers either dissolved in the electrolyte ($J_{\text{Hg-SAM//R//SAM-Hg}}$) or as part of the SAMs ($J_{\text{Hg-SAM//SAM-Hg}}$) (from [49]).

2.1.3. The “electrochemical inclusion junction”, $J_{\text{Hg-SAM//R//SAM-Hg}}$ (Fig. 2c)

In this junction, R are redox molecules trapped at the interface between the two SAMs. Two-electrode systems suffer from an ambiguity in the relative positions of the Fermi levels of the electrodes with respect to the energy levels of the redox molecules sandwiched between them. In the electrochemical cell represented in Fig. 3c, the junction is immersed in an electrolyte solution, and a macroscopic reference electrode allows potentiostatic control of the energy levels of redox sites trapped in the junction, relative to the potentials applied to the metal electrodes. The electrical neutrality of the solution is provided by lateral movements of ions in the thin electrolyte film. The SAMs form inert spacers between the mercury electrodes and the layer of electrolyte containing the redox molecules: this spacer permits electron transfer between the electrodes and the redox molecules by tunneling.

2.1.4. The junction as photoswitch (Fig. 2d)

For the set-up described in Section 2.1.3, the current passing through the junction can be directly tuned via a gate electrode. It is a crucial step towards devices to couple the electric response of the MIM junction to an external signal. Light can be such a signal, which acts on organic molecules in different ways. It can, for example, induce photoisomerization between configurational isomers (e.g., $E$- and $Z$-azobenzene) or constitutional isomers (e.g., photocyclization in diarylethenes [61]), or different electronic states of molecules. A number of publications describe light induced effects on SAMs on surfaces, e.g., photoisomerization [62–66]. With the aim of using light as external signal, we designed and assembled an experimental set-up based on a transparent metal surface as support of a SAM formed by photoactive units (Fig. 2d). This set-up allows both to visualize the contact area between the two SAM-covered electrodes, and to irradiate the SAM through the transparent support (Fig. 4).

2.2. Correlation between electrical properties and chemical structure

There is extensive literature discussing electron transfer using molecular systems in solution ($D$-$B$-$A$ systems), where the donor ($D$) and acceptor ($A$) are covalently linked through a molecular bridge ($B$) (Fig. 1a) [67–69]. It is indicated that the rate of electron transfer ($k_{\text{et}}$) depends exponentially on the distance between $D$ and $A$ according to Eq. (1), where $r_D$ is the electron-transfer rate, $d$ is the length of the bridge, and $\beta$ is the so-called “decay factor” that correlates the rate of

$$k_{\text{et}} = k_D e^{-\beta d}$$
electron transfer with the chemical structure of the bridge.

\[ k_{et} = k_{0} e^{-d_{et}} \]  

We have compared rates of electron transfer through saturated and unsaturated molecules of different by measurements of current density, and determined values of \( \beta \) using junctions of the type \( \text{Hg-SAM(1)}//\text{SAM(2)}-\text{Ag} \) [22,23].

We have assembled three series of junctions, where \( \text{SAM(2)} \) was formed from alkanethiols, \( \text{HS(CH}_2)_x\text{CH}_3 \) (\( x = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 \)), oligophenylene thiols, \( \text{HS(Ph)}_x \text{H} \) (\( x = 1, 2, 3 \)) and benzylic homologs of the oligophenylene thiols \( \text{HSCH}_2(\text{Ph})_x \text{H} \) (\( m = 1, 2, 3 \)) (Fig. 5b). In each junction, \( \text{SAM(1)} \) was formed from hexadecanethiol. The decrease in current density with increasing length of the molecules forming \( \text{SAM(2)} \), and therefore with the distance separating the electrodes (\( d_{et} \)), followed the relation \( I = I_{0} e^{-d_{et}/\lambda} \) as expected for tunneling (Fig. 5a). For alkanethiols forming \( \text{SAM(1)} \) on Ag, \( \beta = 0.87 \pm 0.10 \text{ Å}^{-1} \); for oligophenylene thiols, \( \beta = 0.61 \pm 0.10 \text{ Å}^{-1} \); and for the benzylic derivatives of oligophenylene thiols, \( \beta = 0.66 \pm 0.10 \text{ Å}^{-1} \). The values of \( \beta \) are approximately independent of V (over the range 0.1–1 V).

These values of \( \beta \) are in good agreement with corresponding values obtained by photoinduced electron transfer in molecular \( D-B-A \) systems [67–69] and by electron transfer between a solid electrode and redox-active species in solution [8–13]. These results indicate that the information on the “decay factors” \( \beta \) estimated by a wide range of molecular bridges in \( D-B-A \) systems remain fundamental results for the design of molecular electronic devices [74].

3. Redox sites confined inside a junction

“Inclusion junctions”, \( \text{Hg-SAM(1)}//\text{SAM(2)}-\text{Ag} \) (Figs. 2c and 3c) allow redox species (\( R \)) to be sandwiched between the Hg–SAM interface and the potential applied to the two Hg electrodes to be controlled with respect to the potential of \( \text{F} \). We recently reported two different junctions of the type \( J_{\text{Hg-SAM(1)}//\text{SAM(2)}-\text{Ag}} \) [21,31], i.e., with the redox centers dissolved in the electrolyte, and present here a junction of the type \( J_{\text{Hg-SAM(1)}//\text{SAM(2)}-\text{Ag}} \) where the redox centers are covalently bound to alkanethiolates and consequently part of the monolayers [49,75]. Fig. 3c shows a schematic illustration of the junction and the associated electrochemical system. The junction consists of two mercury-drop electrodes, both of which support a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of the ruthenium pentamine pyridine-terminated thiol \( \text{HS(CH}_2)_3(\text{CONHCH}_2\text{pyRuNH}_3)_3\text{H})_2\text{Ph}_2 \) [10,76]. Cyclic voltammetry of a monolayer in contact with 0.2 M aqueous Na2SO4 at pH 4 (not shown) shows a redox wave corresponding to the RuII ↔ RuIII interconversion at \( E^0_{\text{SAM}} = -0.01 \text{ V versus Ag/AgCl} \), a value that is close to that of a related compound dissolved in the same medium (\( E^0_{\text{soln}} = 0.04 \text{ V versus SCE} \) [10]).

We studied electron transport across the Hg–SAM/ SAM-Hg junction by placing the junction, together with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a platinum counter electrode, in a pH 4 Na2SO4 electrolyte solution, and by using a bipotentiostat that allowed the potentials of the mercury electrodes to be controlled independently with respect to the reference electrode (Fig. 3c). The potentials of the mercury electrodes were controlled such that one (cathode) acted as electron donor and the other (anode) as electron acceptor. We designated the cathode and anode as the drain and source electrodes, respectively, by analogy to the convention used in semiconductor devices, where current is considered to flow from a more positive region to a more negative region [76]. We measured the conductance through the junction as a function of the potentials of the drain and source electrodes with respect to the reference electrode (i.e., \( V_{SG} \) and \( V_{DG} \), respectively) and as a function of the potential between the source and drain (\( V_{SG} \)), using the electrolyte solution as a gate [77]. We controlled the potential of the gate by tuning the potential applied to the reference electrode relative to ground. Since the source electrode is grounded, this voltage is \( V_{SG} \).

Fig. 6a shows the drain/source currents when \( V_{SG} \) is fixed at \(-0.20 \text{ V} \), where the attached ruthenium is in its +2 oxidation state, and \( V_{DG} \) is varied. For \( V_{SG} \leq V_{DG} \), the currents are negligible and the junction is non-conducting. Increasing \( V_{DG} \) to values more positive than \(-0.14 \text{ V} \) results in an anodic current flow corresponding to the oxidation of RuII to RuIII at the source and a cathodic current flow corresponding to the reduction of RuIII to RuII at the drain. The anodic
Fig. 6. Current–voltage characteristics of the Hg–SAM/SAM–Hg junction, showing diode- and transistor-like behavior. All experiments were carried out in 0.2 M aqueous Na_2SO_4 at pH 4. (a) I_D and I_S as a function of V_{SG}. V_{DG} was fixed at −0.20 V and scan rate was 50 mV/s. (b) I_S as a function of V_{SG} for the same junction as in (a). V_{DG} was fixed at +0.10 V. I_D (not shown) is equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to I_S; the scan rate was 10 mV/s (Reprinted with permission from [49]. Copyright 2004 WILEY -VCH.).

and cathodic currents are equal and increase to a plateau with a half-wave (half-maximum) potential, −0.04 V, that is near the formal potential, E^{°′}, of the Ru II/III couple. For an electrode contact area of ∼0.20 mm², the maximum current passing through the electrodes is typically about 1.3 mA/mm² (or 1000 electrons/second/molecule), a value that is approximately 600-fold higher than that observed when only one of the mercury electrodes is electrically connected to the bipotentiostat.

In Fig. 6b, we show the conductance of the Hg–SAM/SAM–Hg junction operating at fixed drain-source potentials. Fig. 6b shows that at fixed V_{DS} = +0.10 V, the drain current is negligible for V_{SG} less than −0.25 V and greater than +0.15 V. Upon scanning V_{SG} from −0.25 to +0.15 V, the current increases from zero to a maximum value near the E^{°′} of the redox couple and then decreases again to zero. Charge therefore passes from one electrode to another only when V_{SG} is at or close to the Ru^{III} at the drain potential.

Based on these observations, we propose that charge transport through the junction occurs as a result of oxidation of Ru^{II} to Ru^{III} at the source, electron exchange between Ru^{III} at the source and Ru^{II} at the drain, and reduction of Ru^{II} at the drain back to Ru^{II} as key steps (Fig. 7). Similar surface-to-surface charge transport mechanisms have been reported previously for a variety of interfaces including polymer/polymer [78,79] and polymer/electrolyte solution [80]; such electron transport processes, however, have not been reported for molecular monolayers.

This junction shows electrical behavior similar to that of a solid-state transistor when the electrolyte is used as the gate. It is less stable than conventional FETs (field effect transistors), but easy to assemble and to modify.

4. Conclusions

The junctions Hg–SAM/SAM–Hg, Hg–SAM/SAM–metal, Hg–SAM/IR/SAM–Hg are the basis for a new, physical–organic-based approach to the study of electron transport in organic nm-thick films. These systems and junctions have advantages and disadvantages relative to other systems for studying electron transport.

The results obtained with these Hg–SAM-based junctions provide a new experimental approach to the measurement and comparison of electron-transport rates (i) across a large variety of organic and organometallic ordered thin films; (ii) across different kinds of chemical bonds [23]; (iii) across nm-scale gaps in processes mediated by redox molecules as electron carriers and (iv) through photoactive molecules. The results we have obtained in all of the systems examined to date indicate that the mechanism of electron transport is tunneling between the metal junctions across the SAMs. For some molecules, however, controlling the potential of the two electrodes can cause an orbital (usually the HOMO or LUMO) of the molecule to fall between the Fermi levels of the electrodes, causing a change in the transport process from "tunneling" to "hopping".

We believe that the results obtained in this work indicate that these junctions are systems that can be used to collect reliable experimental data on the electrical behavior of a wide variety of molecular systems. They represent a useful complement to physics-based experimental methods. We hope that
they will contribute to the understanding of electron transport in mesoscale systems, and to the design of molecular electronic devices.
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[67] The use of an electrolyte as a gate electrode and the reference electrode to establish the gate potential is called electrochemical gating. The operating principle of this technique is that the Fermi energy of the source and drain electrodes can be raised or lowered by controlling their potentials with respect to the reference electrode. For example, driving the source electrode to more positive potentials (with respect to the reference) lowers the Fermi energy and hence the energy of the electrons within the electrode. The positive charge on the source electrode is balanced by anions in the electrolyte. The presence of excess electrolyte anions, in turn, raises the orbital energy of the surface-bound redox species. Oxidation of the redox species ensues when the potential of the source electrode reaches a level positive enough to accept an electron from the redox species.